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(Address given by the Rev. Theodore M. 
Hesburgh, C.S.C., President of the Univer
sity of Notre Dame, on the 125th anniversary 
of the acqui.sitiop of "La Charte royale de · 
l'universite Laval," on Thursday, December 8, 
1977) 

I am very happy to be with all of you today on ~his happy 

occasion for Laval University, to become a member of this academic 

community, and t'? share with you a few thoughts on "The University 

and Society." The society in which we live gives birth to our 

universities, and our universities cannot survive or prosper unless 

they serve the societies that nurture them. 

The university is among the most traditional of all the institu-

tions of our society and, at the same time, it is the institution most 

responsible for the changes that make our society the most changing in 

the history of man. Perhaps the most central challenge facing universities 

in a changing world is: Can universities adapt themselves rapidly enough 

to survive amid all the changes they have stimulated? 

It seems curious to suggest that an institution is contributing by 
I 

its activity to its own downfall, or that, in other words, the university 

has caused so much change, so quickly, that it cannot change itself quickly 

enough to survive the conditions it has created. 

What are the challenges of change for the university today? One 

might suggest several: 

1) Its new and enlarged role in society. Everyone and every 

institution today seem to be undergoing an identity crisis, why not 

the univ~rsity? 

2) Its program to f'ulfill its role: curriculum, research, 

service, and the proportion among these. 

3. Its governance: how it has been governed in the past and 

how its governance is likely to evolve in the f'uture. 
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These seem to be the principal challenges of change facing the 

universities in the face of contemporary realities. One should likewise 

pose the problem in a much more cursive and less analytic and categorical 

manner. This would give us a list of questions and propositions such as 

the following: 

1. Rapidity of change makes much, if not all, of the past seem 

irrelevant. This may be called illusory, but it is widely reflected in 

the ahistorical attitudes of today's students, caught up as they are 

with today's realities, problems, demands, and in the face of the dichotomy 

between what our society professes to be and what, in fact, it is. How 

can one hope to salvage what is good in the university's past? Must we 

jettison everything today in the name of contemporaneity and relevance? 

2. Granting that the university should concern itself with con

temporary problems and solutions; how can it do so while still remaining 

apolitical, autonomous, free, and detached from the world as well, as H 

must, to exercise objective critique and evaluation? This is no easy 

task as we are learning to our sorrow. 

3. How can the university (in America) double in size since 

1950 and still pretend to be somewhat of an elite institution, totally 

dedicated to excellence and high standards of performance? Or, more 

fundamentally, should it try to be dedicated to quality and equality at 

the same time? Will society allow it to stress quality at the expense 

of equality? We now are discussing the famous Bakke case on this 

precise legal point in the United States. No easy answer here, but it does 

remain a fundamental challenge to the university in the immediate :future. 
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l~. Is there any other w.i,y for the university to defend itself against 

all the seeds of dissolutitm that burgeon within it today, except by 

s~nehow recreating a vital university co~xaunity, united by some common 

university goals and valuen, a community willing to articulate, profess, 

anli defend these values, concerned enough to contribute to the life style, 

the responsible university freedom and autonomy that are best defended 

by being rightly and intelhgently exercisecl by the community? What 

other force is there with which to confront the free wheeling of 

faculties, the occasional violence of students, the capriciousness of 

administrators? What other reality, than true university community of 

dedication, concern, and effort'· can r~end off the efforts from all sides 

to intrude into the affairs of the university, to abridge its autonomy, 

to dry up or condition its support? I can imagine no other solution. 

5. Lastly, there is the challenge, greater than ever in times of 

rapid change, to keep the university from undergoing arteriosclerosis 

of the total educational process, with all knowledge doubling every 

fifteen years, with little healthy balance between specialization and 

wholeness of knowledge, with technology threatening to engulf hun1anity, 

with confusion of values manifested daily by horrendously twisted 

priorities, both public and private, with a whole long litany of similar 

problems left unmentioned, is this any tirne to resist change, or at 

least more profound and meaningful consideration of changes spelling 

improvement of education within the university? 

Of course, if our last general point (4) meant anything, the 

whole university and all of its constituent parts should be party to 
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this i'u.ndamental study of the educational :process on the university 

level. Otherwise, there will be no total commitilient or conviction 

only more fragmentation of purpose and dissolution of university 

integrity by faculties mol"e cor1.mitted to discipli~1es than to t:1e 

institution, by student activists who save by destroying, and by 

administrative mandarins who lose all in bureaucrat;ic obscurantis:;;1. 

Whether one poses the problem in nice clean catego~ies or by 

cursive and impressionistic ~repositions and questions, it should oc 

evident to all that we do have a serious problem that requires m~ch 

wisdom and for which there are no obvious or easy solutions. 

All things considered, it seems most promising to aC.dress iu.y;:;elf 

I 
to the cursive and somewhat impressionistic list of propositions and 

questions, rather than to hew strictly to the three catego:ries tl-.;;..t; 

in a. way, may seem a. more direct and cleaner approach to the :problo:;;,:i 

but which,; on examination, prove less produc'~ive of real solutions. 

Our exposition then will follow the five questions and propositio~s 

outlined above. 

I 

The first poir.~. t\l.ndamentally has to .do wit.h change and. its :.·8sic:..i.e: 

of contusion and consternation. No one could deny that the world has 

changed more since World War II than in any other quarter centur~r in 

man 1 s history. We have entered the .Atomic .Age, the Space J,ge:, the 

Thermonuclear Age, the Age of Human Developmerlt, the end of colonization 

and the beginning of new nationalisms, the advent of the population 

explosion, the new Communications Age with the picture joi;.;,ed to the 
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word and the whole world open to both types of educat;ional co.-.::mu...;.ic;;.tion 

from three synchronous satellites strategically.placed in outer space. 

Then there has been un increase of speed from 500 miles an hour 

to 25,000 m.p.h., a fi:f'ty-fold increase shrinking the world. This 

speed, when applied to com:i;nlte:.."s see~ing, correlating, or co~.1piling 

knowledge, must be rated at from zero in the pre-fifties to multi-

millions of new speed capacity in all of these processes today. 

Most of what has been mentioned heretofore has been in the 

category of physical change al•d progress. Wna.t of the spiritual a:-:..d. 

ideological? Here again, the change st.agge;.,"s the i:wagina.tion. After 

more than a thousand years of er.ruity between Catholics and O;., .. thoclo:c, 

400 years between Catholics and Protestants, today all the movement i~ 

ecumenical, leading to the unity of Christianity. After centuries o~ 

human exploitation in slavery, actual, political, or economic, toC.ay 

a.ll the talk is of human development which Pope. Paul VI says is "che 

new name for peace. 

Educationally, the third of the world t~at today car..not rea~ 

write may have a. new answer through s~tellite broadcasts. 

Even new mo~~ towa.:rQ.s peace a.re possible w:D.en we realize thc.t . .,.,-.;:.: ~ -~ .,\. 

today's armaments, mainly in the 1United States and. the USSR, provid.;: 
,:,> 6, .:c ('., 

for fifteen tons of T.N.T. in nuclear form fo:c ev~ry human being on 

earth. How greater can the threat of global destruction become? DY 

some reverse psychology, this may become the strongest argument for 

peace in our times. 
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This is the world o:t' c.":lange in whic..."-1 the university today m.uzt 

find itself, its mission, and its ulti~ate meaning. In the face of 

so much galloping change, it is not really remarkable that students 

tHnd to think that what did not happe:n before nine o'clock this mo::cni~:..:; 

ia not really very important 01~ significant. Neve1~ befo14 e have we n.::..d 

such an a.historical group of students. But as Santayana has noted, 

those who ignore history commit themselves to repeat allot its e~::co~$. 

Somehow, when all is c.~anging, there must be some coustar,ts~ ~o~c 

anchors, some unfailing faith in God, or man, or truth, or tne good; 

or all of these in some workable ccmbination. 

The university is the place where this combination has -~~faili~c~Y 

been found in the past and there is no place to ex-.flect a:r..yt,hir..g b~n;·:;(;.;.• 

intellectually for the fUture. Here tradition leads to ~ope, not 

despair. 

The only answer I can give to this dile:,'r'1'1.a is tile answ~~ of 

humanism to changes that are mainly "cec.'1nologica.l. Man, no matte1· 
I 

• 

how much he changes, is still man, and his j_)roblems are still profo'..ii:..:il;;/ 

human. This means that the university, while coming to gri-ps with' cl-• .;;.:-... g2 

and the very real ~~provements to m&nkind.that change makes possible~ 

will not forget that its educational mission is always and eve;.~ywhe:c"2 

profoundly human, concerned with the spiritual and moral constant~ 

make man's history something quite different from animal history. 

are these constants that :profoundly concern the unive:.~sity? Ti1ey a::c.;; 

human realities like love and hatred, peace and violence, order and ~~s-

order, law and lawlessness, justice and injustice, beauty 8nd uglinQ~s, 
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virtue and sin, and all the rest of the dichotomies that 1'1ave cha:rc.c-

terized the human scene since Auam and Eve, Cain and Abel. 

Whatever the claim of' mod.e:rn students to the importance of 

relevance, the university must insist that the ultimate :i."'eleva."lcc 

is man, human life, the vision ar~d perspectives, the.successes and 

failures of human history, so well d:i."al~atized in our literature, 

and cultural heritage. In educating students to live today and 

tomorrow, universities cannot forget to educate them for the long 

fUture that is theirs Oll this :planet Ol" elsewhere, for h"<.t'Ilal'l is What 

human does, here or elsewhere in the uni vei"'se. 

II 

The university has always been society's most persistent and 

tenacious critic. Today, university professors and students, a..J.d sc.::c;; 

administrators, are profoundly concerned about the quality of life, or 

· the lack of it, in A.11erica and in the world at large. One thing is 

required for the honest critic -- he must somehow be detached from the 

world he criticizes, he must be independent, autonomous, an~ free. o~e 

might, at this juncture, legiti;nately ask: How free are the u..1.iversitics 

today'l They depend on the state larg~i§'for their support. Can they 

then freely criticize the state and its policies? 

In, the United States, 50% of the cost of higher educa.tio~1 co::1es 

from private sources. Can the university be free to criticize this 

sector'a.s well'l 
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I personally believe that the 'l.A.niver~ity can be a real critic 

of both the public and p:ri vatc secto:cs if it is honest, if it ;.r.aint::.irJ.3 

within its university community a ve'r'J real commitment to openness, to 

rationality, to civility, ·t.o all the vfa~tues that make the uri.i vers ity, 

in the words of the Poet Laurea.ta l/.asef'ield. of England, "a splendid 

place". 

Once the university ceases to be a.i.1 open place of civility a~d 

rationality, its capacity to be "che conscience of the :pub.::.:_c a.J.d lll'i\·.;;,·.;..:. 

sector is severely restricted, if not Qestroyed. All o~ this is a 

question of noblesse oblige> if the university is true to itself ah~ 

its traditions. It can do superbly what it alone can do in the ~o.::;t 

objective and apolitical manner. Once the confidence of' t::ie }?"J.blic ic 
I 

lost, it can do nothing, in fact, without public understanding and 

support, it will be starved to death financially, and will becoffie 

unacceptable in word and deed to the great publics that it needs fo~ 

survival as a very special kind of institution. Public support is, 

then, essential to the university. 

III 

• Most institutions would accept rapid growth as a sign of vit~lity 

and general acceptance, but it is a fact ot institutional life t:1at VGJ..'":/ 

~..)._~ 
rapid11growth is a danger to institutional integrity, biologically it i;; 

a popular description of cancer. 

If there is one characteristic that r11ight be taken as standG.::..~d 

for all universities up until World War II,, it is quality or excellence 
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of performance •. Willy-nilly universities tend.;id to become elitist 

institutions, catering to a srn.all, highly selective and highly talented 

and intelligent proportion of the total population. This was true wo?l&-

wide, especially in Europe, Latin America, and Asia, and true afte:.." 

World War II in the new universities in Africa. 

In America, and to a lesser extent in Europe, a populist iC.cu.l 

became evident after World War II, when increasingly larger proporticr.c 

of all classes of the popu.1ation flocked to the universities with -t.~1c 

:finn conviction tha.t this was the one infallible path to greate1· :;ie:;.-sor.aJ. 

success and greater prorrJ.se in life. L• E\il'ope, this has become the 

underlying cause for the great present unrest of student population~, 

for the growth in numbe.rs of students was not m.atched by a.'1 over-all 

growth in educational facilities or a modernizatio::i. of university ac.:·i~L:-

istration or curricular re:fo:rm. 

In .America., the picture is more ambiguous~ Here, there was an 

enormous expansion of educational facilities, mainly in the area of· 

public higher education, but much in the pri va.te sector as well. ·:.:he 

total capacity for higher education doubled1in less than twenty yea~s, 

all the higher educational facilities provided since the begir.ning of 
' : ........ 

the Republic. 

As one private example I know best, this Unive~sity (Notre D~tio) 

built over sixty million dollars ir .. new facilities during those years,· 

against ·a. total of ten million dollars in the.century previous, wi.J.ile 

• 
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the operating budget increased more than tenfold. Even granting 

considerable inflation in the value of the dollar, this was, in the 

' private sector, an enormous growth in a very short period. 

It might be added that in most cases, public and private, 

American higher education has a comparable qualitative growth during 

the same period, due mainly to better secondary education following 

Sputnik, many internal curricular and administrative reforms, and a 

general upgrading of library, laboratory, and faculty. 

On the negative side, there was a general impersonalization of 

the total educational pro~ess due to the growth from three to six and 

a half million students, and a general emphasis, on the part of faculties, 

to stress research over teaching in terms of their personal and profess i.onal 

advancement. Counterbalancing this, to some extent, was the idea that 

students themselves should take a greater personal interest and responsibility 

for their own education. Even so, these factors of impersonalization do 

··account for much of the student discontent for their university education 

today, and this relates increasingly to what is taught, as well as how and 

by whom. 

Looking ahead, the problems and the strains inherent in this rapid, 

and often inorganic growth, are greater still. The initially apparent 

problems are social, rather than educational. The report of the Kerr 

Commission on The Future of Higher education, published about ten years ago, 

outlined the problem clearly. While the report was entitled "Quality and 

Equality, 11 I think I should have to admit, as a member of the Commission, that 

the.thrust is on equality more than on quality of education, which was 
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. treated more explicitly in a later report. Part of the problem 

was sheer numbers, but it ran deeper. On the numbers side, only 

2% of young Americans entered higher education a century ago, as 

against over 40% in 1969 -- 50,000 to 6,500,000 students. Normal 

growth along present curves of development indicated an increase 

to 8,000,000 students by 1976. But the Kerr report tried to envision 

9,000,000 by 1976 by making it possible for an additional million 

students to comJ from the lower socio-economic class during this short 

interval of six years~ Total costs would rise from $17.2 to $41 

billion during this period. 

The reason for the projected growth was seen from the distribution 

of students by socio-economic class at that time: 

lst Quartile 48% 

2nd II 

3rd II 

4th· II 

II 

II 

II 

28% 

17"/o 

7% 
Put in other terms by the Kerr Commission, in the highest socio-

economic class, 19 out of 20 students ranking in the top ability group 

(highest 20"/o) entered higher education, while only 10 out of 20 comparable 

students rrom the lowest socio-economic quartile did. The figures were 

probably much worse for lower ranking students and for graduate students. 

Americans were quick to see the inequity of this situation, and "in 

correcting it by larger federal fUnding, there were new problems created 
I 

by repeating in the span of less than a decade a growth equal to most of 

the long history of higher education in America. Add to this an additional 

problem of poor educational preparation for the great majority of those 
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in the lower socio-economic groups -- because of poor neighborhood 
' 

schools in poor neighborhoods with a shrinking tax base of support 

and the problems are compounded. Finally, add to all of this the 

ultimate challenge of the knowledge taught by universities doubling 

every fifteen years, mainly due to their research. 

It has been said that never has there been so much expected 

and demanded of universities, despite a current lowering of their 

prestige in the public eye because of student unrest, occasional riots, 

and a consequent drying up, or conditioning by restrictive legislation, 

or inadequate f'unding of their private (50%) and public sources of 

support. 

In fact, the number of students in higher education this year is 

not the 9,000,000 projected for 1976, but 11,500,000. Have we maintained 

our quality of education while accomplishing this fantastic quantitative 

growth? I wish I could say yes, but, in fact, I think the answer is no. 

I do not know whether greater access to higher education here in Canada 

has brought similar problems, but I need not tell you that quality must 

always be, the constant companion of equality or equality is meaningless. 

There is no easy answer to this problem. 

IV 

The fourth challenge is the most felicitous since it leads to 

what may be the best solution to all the others. If there is to be 

any hope: for the modern university, it is in the recreation of a sense 

of community within it, comprising a strong an:l organic unity of all 

its component parts, particularly faculty, administration, and students 

and, hopef'ully, Trustees and alumni as well, who are external to the 

university, but internal to its ultimate success. 
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The university today ~eeds great inner strength, a strength that 

haE1 been sapped by inner disu.."li ty -- faculties that have forgotten that 

the most important :runction of a professor is to teach, to profess; 

students who have on occasion :pressed dissent to a point of violence 

and boorishness that militate against those great central values of 

the university, reason and civility; administrators who have forgotten 

that their greatest :f'unction is to unite all the component parts of the 

university in an effort to define its basic goals and values, ~nd to 

maintain them against all internal and external forces that would 

pervert or denature them. 

The creation of such a com.uunity is no easy task. It will rcquir~ 

a more realistic involvement of all the component parts of the unive~z~ty 

in the total task of the u..~iversity to a new extent and, at tiffies, ill a 

totally new dimension. This has been il.a:ppening to an ever greate:c d.ec;:c.:.e 

in American universities where many cvuncils, committees, and senates 

are now organiz~d on a tripartite basis of faculty, students, and • 
administration. 

I should warn against a sense of pa..~acea here, or a conf'usion of 

capabilities or :runctions: 
' 

for students are not faculty, and faculty 
• < 

1 ·-t:i 

are not administration, and. administration is neither faculty nor stud.c.r.t;::, . 

although administrators are in the se:rvice of both. W'nat ~s needc~ is 

respect for each essential :function, and a recogni";;ion of the neces;;;it~/ 

of various roles requiring various talents and capabilities. 

Latin .American universities have eq,ua.ted all roles with :m.ucl1 lcs~ 

than success. France over-centralized university control and a.dr.1inist1·c.tio;1 
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since Napoleon's time, and now seeJJ.1.S to be swinging in tile opposite 

direction. The Anglo-Saxon world of universitie~ has tried to realize 

university goveDna.nce on a system of layers of influence: Trustees, 

faculty, administration, with perhaps a.11 too little s.tucle11t involve-

ment. This latter deficiency is now being corrected, but it is 

difficult to change without over-reacting. Hopei'ully, the world 

experience will lead to world balance in u...~iversity gover~ance --

although the present eA-perie:nce in change is ambiguous and a.~bivalcnt 

at best. 

My only plea.:: at the moment is for comm.unity, for total invol v-::.:;.°'":c;; 
I 

of the total community to the tull extent that each component part tas 

something valid to offer, backed by real knowledge, real competence, 

a.nd real commitment to the ~otal reality of the university. 

I ha.ve spoken of the internal s'crains from faculty, studen'.:;s, 

and a.dmini$tra.tion, ea.ch of whom needs to reassess its be:st role a.:d 

best contribution to the health and vitality of the total educational 

enterprise. I believe that Tl"ustees and alumni also have something of 

value to contribute, for the university is in the public domain whateve::..~ 

its sponsorship, public or private, a.pd the Trustees and alumni best 

represent the public of ea.ch university. 
' 

Community is, however, the central reality to be achieved. Only 

the tota.l community oa.n assure the u...~ique. reality and contribution of 

the university. Only commu...~ity can vindicate the claim to freedom and 

autonomy which a.re the essential climate of the university, by a 

responsible community exercise of freedom and autonomy. If the cor:J:l~i.::.ty 
\ 
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, I ' A 

and any element of the community can jeopardize the whole endeavor 

by its failure to respond to the challenge at hand. 

The great reality or.lack of comr4U.4ity reality says one thing: 

either the university rules itself or others will rule it to its 

ultimate denrl.se as an open society that is characterized by rationality 

and aivility, freedom and autonomy, the one institution th~t can 

validly criticize church and state, society at large, values, prioritie~, 

and the quality of life that surrounds it. There is really no ~iu~le 

ground here -- the university is or is not, and university commu.!ity 

spells the difference. 

v 

We can conclude by insisting that in a time of total change, no 

institution, particularly no university, can survive without change. 

Wisdom is, of course, required for fruit:f'Ul change which raeans that 

change for the sake of change is not what we are suggesting. Wnero 

is wisdom? Again, we must have recourse to corr~Aunity for total wisdo~ 

must somehow reside within the total community.' 

T'nere are some 'f~~Iieral guidelines, most of which have already 

been mentioned. The university should not be overwhelmed by 

technoctacy; humanism is the university's best heritage. Values 

loom high in a.ny assessment of university wisdom, and values are best 

manifested by the priorities that cha.racte~ize the ix.1iversity enter-

prise, I would hope that universities might look to the ultimate 

f 
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realities that humanize all hw-na.n concerns, and these are basically 
\ 

philosophical a.nd theological concerns. 

Perhaps this is too much to reqi.liro of universities whic."l a:..·~ 

today, in large measure, secular insti".;utior.s. But, I must insist 

th1:l.t salvation tor univers~ties, in a time of great change, ca.."'lnot 

be otherwise envisioned, for in no othe:c way are there available 

those effective and im.-nutable ancb.cirs that make for stability and 

progres~ in the face of cha..~ge. If all is changing 1 the garle i~ 

lost. Wha.t is needed is the vision of a. great institutio;;i, evex new, 

.ever old, with grea.t traditions and g:i.·eat operiness to face an ever 

new :future. 
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